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The Winthrop Collection donated to Harvard University by Grenville L. exhibitions, and selected bibliography for each work, and this material
Winthrop (1864-1943) is well-known in art historical scholarly circles for was then organized by the Japanese curators. Because the works
both its high quality and the fact that it was Winthrop's dying wish that themselves had not been on display 'in an exhibition for approximately
the works must not be exhibited outside of the University grounds. 60 years, the data on each work had not been previously compiled or
However, in 1997, the Fogg Art Museum decided that it would be published. Thus the catalogue's publication of data on ea(:Ii work is an
possible to lend the collection for exhibitions outside its buildings while important resource for the scholarly field
those structures underwent restoration and reconstruction. This news Because of the exhibition and catalogue's strict adherence to the
came to the NMWA via the Tokyo Shimbun's Department of Cultural thematic arrangement determined in the pre-exhibition planning, and
Affairs, and this ied curators to begin imagining holding such an because this thematic arrangement did not follow more standard
exhibition in Tokyo. organization methods based on artist, subject, date, or national origin,
  The Fogg Art Museum graciously allowed exhibition curators to the exhibition and catalogue order received some criticism stating that
select works for the exhibition from the more than 3,700 works in the the contents were hard to grasp. In order to lessen such confusion for
Winthrop Collection, excepting only those in poor condition. By the end general visitors to the exhibition, the organizers took as one of their
of 1998, Chikashi Kitazaki (then Curator at NMWA and currently main goals the inclusion of explanatory panels in each section, an
Assistant Professor, Hitotsubashi University) had determined almost the explanation of the main narrative elements in each work in the gallery
entire concept for the exhibition, While negotiations began regarding handouts.
object loans between the Fogg and the NMWA, the Fogg decided that There is an overwhelming interest in lmpressionist art in Japan. The
the Winthrop Collection wottld make a world tour, with venues at the success of this exhibition of 19th century European art with a focus on
NMWA, Mus6e des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, National Gallery, London, and the artistic trends from the same period but of non-Impressionist styles,
Metropolitan Museui'n of Art, New York. From an early stage in the revealed that there is a group of dedicated viewers, distinct from
negotiations, Kitazaki's proposed plan for the exhibition to be held at Impressionist fans, interested in such works. As also witnessed by the
the NMWA focused on the British and French 19th century works in the large attendance figures for this exhibition, the specific expression in
Winthrop collection, while the curators at the venues later added to the such exhibitions reconfirmed the need for future exhibitions to include
tour sought instead to have a "masterpieces of" exhibition focusing on adiverse array of viewpoints and themes. (TVIina Oya)
major works from all periods in the Winthrop Collection. Thus two
different types of exhibition were formed from the one collection'sholdings. [Catalogues]  The 19th centu ly art in the Winthrop Collection is known for its many Edited by: Chikashi Kitazaki and Mina Oya
works by Burne-Jones, Moreau, and other painters whose works differed Essays:
distinctly from the Realist and Impressionist painters of the day. While Introduction: Chikashi Kitazaki
considering the selection of works to be included in the Tokyo JAdAni:i?isC Uu )i9; "EdWai'd W･ FOrbes- Pau] J･ Sachs and the Origins of the Fogg
exhibition, major works by Ingres and Rossetti were of course                . . .. Stephan Wolohojian, "Eye for Beauty: Grenville L. Winthro]) atid hisconsidered, along with the themes of Past. Orient･ ViSiOn, WOMan, aiid collection of European Art"
Allegory. These themes were finally used to arrange the exhibitiOn in Chikashi Kitazaki, "Permeating Invasive Vision: The Changing Character of
four sections, Past and Orient, Mystery and Apparition, Temptation and Iconic Elements Seen in the Works of Burne-Jones and Moreau"
Corruption, and Symbol and Idol. Eighty-six works were selected and Miriam Stewart, "Beauty, Austerity, Idealism: Grenville L. WinthroT) and
arranged in these thematic groupings. The purpose of this thematic British Art"
arrangement was to remove artist and subject matter frameworkconstrictions and present the fact that changes in images create changeS S?itka(I)OgAUrea ek:/tiaei:Tomoko Inoue, Mina oya, chikashi Kitazaki, Eriko
in subject matter. Yamaguchi
In addition to these internal themes developed from the works Transportation and installation: Nippon Express
themselves, the catalogue also included three essays by the director and Display: Tokyo Studio
curators of the Fogg Art Museum on Mr. Winthrop himself and his
collection, thus contributing to the reader's understanding of collectors
and collecting in America during the first half of the 20th century. The
Fogg also provided data regarding the provenance, previous
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